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1 Introduction

Graphs are essential modeling tools, which are applied in numerous fields due to their

expressiveness and strong theoretical background. Over the last several decades, signifi-

cant efforts have been devoted to the development and analysis of efficient algorithms for

solving combinatorial optimization problems related to graphs.

The thesis considers the minimum-cost flow and the maximum common subgraph prob-

lems, which are fundamental optimization tasks having wide ranges of applications and

extensive literature. The main contribution of this work is the efficient implementation of

different solution methods, including the development of novel heuristic improvements

and special representations of graph and tree structures. Thorough empirical studies were

also performed to compare the implemented algorithms with other available solvers. These

experiments have verified that the most efficient algorithms of the author are usually faster or

yield better results than other implementations, including both open-source and commercial

software.

The presented work is based on the journal articles [1, 2, 3, 4] and the conference

papers [5, 6]. According to Google Scholar a, these publications have more than 300 inde-

pendent citations in total, among which more than 220 citations are also verified in the

database of MTMT (Magyar Tudományos Művek Tára) b.

2 Minimum-cost flows

The minimum-cost flow (MCF) problem is to find a transportation with minimum total

cost delivering a specified amount of commodity from a set of supply nodes to a set of

demand nodes in a directed network with capacity constraints and costs assigned to the arcs.

This model is widely applied in diverse fields, including transportation, communication,

network design, chemistry, resource planning, scheduling, manufacturing, and evacuation

planning [7, 18].

a https://scholar.google.com/citations?user=7yee1R0AAAAJ
b https://m2.mtmt.hu/gui2/?type=authors&mode=browse&sel=10033546
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2.1 Implemented algorithms

For solving the MCF problem, the author implemented seven different algorithms [2, 3, 6].

These algorithms are based on known methods, but various practical improvements have

been applied to them, which are summarized below.

• Simple cycle-canceling (SCC): a basic primal algorithm that iteratively detects and

cancels negative-cost directed cycles in the residual network. Starting with an arbitrary

feasible solution, these operations gradually decrease the total cost until an optimal

solution is found.

Contribution:

– Negative cycles are detected using the Bellman–Ford algorithm with succes-

sively increased limit on the number of iterations, which usually makes the

search much more efficient.

• Minimum-mean cycle-canceling (MMCC): a well-known algorithm that cancels a

residual cycle of minimum mean cost at each iteration and is proved to run in strongly

polynomial time.

Contribution:

– A combined algorithm is used for finding minimum-mean cycles, which is

highly efficient in practice and ensures strongly polynomial running time.

• Cancel-and-tighten (CAT): an improved version of the MMCC algorithm that

utilizes the dual solution (node potentials) to make the detection of negative cycles

faster.

Contribution:

– The stricter version of the tighten step (that is, finding a minimum-mean cycle)

is performed more frequently: after every k = b
√

nc iterations instead of k = n

(where n is the number of nodes in the graph).

– The same combined algorithm is used for finding minimum-mean cycles as in

the MMCC algorithm.

• Successive shortest path (SSP): a fundamental dual method that successively aug-

ments flow along shortest paths from supply nodes to demand nodes in the residual

network until all supplies are delivered.
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Contribution:

– The residual network is represented using an efficient storage scheme that allows

fast traversal of the outgoing arcs of a node.

• Capacity-scaling (CAS): an improved version of the SSP algorithm that performs

capacity-scaling phases to ensure that sufficiently large amounts of flow are delivered

along the shortest paths.

Contribution:

– The residual network is represented as in the SSP algorithm.

– The scaling factor is set to 4 instead of 2.

• Cost-scaling (COS): a primal-dual algorithm that applies a cost-scaling scheme and

performs local push and relabel operations. It is a generalization of the well-known

preflow push-relabel algorithm for the maximum flow problem.

Contribution:

– The presented implementation is the first to apply Goldberg’s partial augment-

relabel method [12] in the context of the MCF problem. This improvement

usually reduces the running time of the algorithm by 30-40% compared to the

basic push-relabel approach.

– The residual network is represented as in the SSP and CAS algorithms.

– The scaling factor is set to 16.

– Previously known heuristics are also applied effectively: potential refinement,

global update, and push-look-ahead.

• Network simplex (NS): a specialized version of the general simplex method that

performs the basic operations directly on the underlying graph. In the case of the

MCF problem, the linear programming (LP) variables correspond to the arcs of the

graph, and the LP bases correspond to spanning trees.

Contribution:

– The XTI method [8] is used for representing basic feasible solutions (a spanning

tree is stored with various indexes). This representation turned out to be much

more efficient than the more popular ATI method.
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– The XTI representation has been improved by storing an additional index that

allows faster update operations.

– A special graph representation is used without storing the lists of outgoing and

incoming arcs of a node.

– A simple heuristic was developed based on the artificial initialization method to

make the first few iterations faster.

– More effective schemes were devised for setting the main parameters of two

widely used pivot rules: block search and candidate list. The size of an arc block

or list is set to be proportional to b
√

mc instead of m (where m is the number

of arcs in the graph). In many cases, this improvement significantly reduces the

running time of the algorithm (even by 40-50%).

– We developed a new pivot rule called altering candidate list, which turned out

to be one of the most efficient ones in practice.

2.2 Experimental results

An extensive experimental analysis was carried out to evaluate the implemented algo-

rithms and to compare them with other solvers: CS2, LEDA, MCFZIB, CPLEX, the pri-

mal and dual versions of MCFSimplex, RelaxIV, and PDNET. Some of these codes (CS2,

MCFZIB, and RelaxIV) have been widely used as benchmarks for a long time. The problem

instances were generated either using standard generators (NETGEN, GRIDGEN, GOTO,

and GRIDGRAPH) or based on networks that arise in real-life problems.

Main results and conclusions

• The presented work is more comprehensive than previous experimental studies as it

involves a wider variety of algorithms and problem instances, including networks with

millions of nodes and arcs.

• In general, the cost-scaling and primal network simplex algorithms are the fastest and

most robust.

• However, when optimal flows need not be split into many paths, the augmenting path

algorithms (SSP and CAS) are the most efficient.
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• The NS code of the author turned out to be significantly faster, often by an order of

magnitude, than the other implementations of this method: MCFZIB, MCFSimplex,

and CPLEX.

• On relatively small graphs (up to tens of thousands of nodes), NS is usually the most

efficient among all algorithms.

• The cost-scaling algorithms are superior to simplex-based methods on very large

sparse networks due to their better asymptotic behavior in terms of the number of

nodes.

• The COS code of the author performs similarly to or slightly slower than CS2, which

is a highly efficient authoritative implementation of this algorithm. Both of them are

faster and numerically more stable than LEDA, which also implements this method.

• The other three solvers we considered (the dual version of MCFSimplex, RelaxIV, and

PDNET) are less robust. In many cases, they are slower by orders of magnitude than

primal simplex and cost-scaling codes, although RelaxIV is very efficient on certain

networks (e.g., NETGEN instances).

3 Maximum common subgraphs

The other problem of primary focus in this thesis is to find the maximum common subgraph

of two undirected graphs having node and edge labels. This is a classic NP-hard optimization

problem, which is applied in different areas, such as computational chemistry and biology,

pattern recognition, and computer vision [9, 11].

We study this problem in the context of cheminformatics, where the structural similarity

of two molecules is often expressed by means of their largest common subgraph [10]. The

typical model of a molecular structure is an undirected labeled graph in which the nodes

represent atoms and the edges represent chemical bonds.

Two different formulations of this task are commonly used: the maximum common

induced subgraph (MCIS) problem and the maximum common edge subgraph (MCES)

problem. We considered the MCES definition, in which the common subgraphs are not

required to be induced, as it is more relevant in cheminformatics.
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3.1 Implemented algorithms and heuristics

The author and Péter Englert developed efficient heuristics for MCES search [1]. This

research was conducted at ChemAxon, a software company providing applications and ser-

vices for computational chemistry and biology. The presented algorithms have been inte-

grated into multiple products of ChemAxon, which are used by leading international com-

panies in the pharmaceutical industry. For academic research and evaluation purposes, they

are available free of charge at https://chemaxon.com.

The implemented algorithms are based on two known methods, which are summarized

below.

• Clique-based algorithm (CB): a popular method that exploits the reduction of the

MCIS/MCES problem to the maximum clique problem using a modular product graph

derived from the original input graphs [16]. Our implementation applies the heuristic

algorithm of Grosso et al. [13] for finding maximum cliques.

• Build-up algorithm (BU): a greedy heuristic algorithm of Kawabata [14], which

maintains an ordered list of common subgraphs and gradually augments them. At each

iteration, the common subgraphs are extended in each feasible way and the best sub-

graphs are kept according to a scoring function.

Different heuristics and other improvements are applied to enhance the accuracy and

efficiency of these algorithms as well as to improve the chemical relevance of their results.

These methods are listed below.

• Representation of the modular product graph. The CB algorithm operates on the

modular product graph, which is usually large and very dense. Therefore, the comple-

ment graph is stored instead (as an adjacency list), which significantly reduces both

the memory requirement and the running time of the algorithm. The size of this rep-

resentation and the time required for building it are O(m3) instead of O(m4), where m

is the maximum number of edges in the two input graphs.

• Early termination. The clique search process of the CB algorithm is terminated when

it is guaranteed that an optimal solution has already been found. Such a guarantee can

be provided in several cases by calculating an upper bound on the size of the MCES.

• Connectivity heuristic. An important heuristic of MCES algorithms is to prefer nodes

and edges that are connected to the current common subgraph when it is extended.
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This idea is successfully applied in both algorithms: it increases the size of the results

by 1-4% for the CB method and by 10-20% for the BU method.

• ECFP-based heuristic. A novel heuristic was developed based on the generation pro-

cedure of extended connectivity fingerprints (ECFPs) [17], which are widely used for

similarity search of molecular graphs. This method assigns a series of integer hash

codes to each node to represent its environment with increasing radius. These hash

codes are used in the MCES algorithms to prefer matching nodes and edges that have

large isomorphic environments in the two input graphs. This heuristic increases the

size of the results by 1-3% for both algorithms.

• Mapping optimization. Besides the size of a common subgraph, topological fea-

tures determined by the mapping of corresponding nodes and edges of the input

graphs are also important in several applications, for example, reaction mapping and

molecule alignment. We developed an effective general method for mapping optimiza-

tion, which is based on a heuristic scoring function and the detection of the nodes

whose mapping is significant. Experimental results have revealed that this method

also improves the accuracy of the algorithm, because it often helps to find a larger

common subgraph.

• Preserving rings. In certain chemical applications, such as clustering and alignment,

a frequent request is to consider only those common subgraphs in which rings (cycles)

are not broken. Therefore, a simple method was developed to support these use cases.

Some of these ideas were mentioned in the literature before: the improved representation

of the modular product graph, the early termination technique, and the connectivity heuristic.

The other improvements are, to the author’s knowledge, novel methods. Although they have

been designed for application to molecular graphs, these methods can also be utilized in

other fields where maximum common subgraphs of undirected labeled graphs are to be

found.

3.2 Experimental results

The presented implementations were thoroughly evaluated and compared with two other

solvers: KCOMBU and the corresponding algorithm of the open-source Indigo toolkit.
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Main results and conclusions

• To perform this study, two major difficulties had to be dealt with: standard sets of

benchmark graphs have not been established, and different algorithms solve different

variants of the problem (MCIS/MCES, connected/disconnected, etc.).

• The measurements have verified that the implemented algorithms are greatly

improved by the developed heuristics, in terms of both the running time and the result

size.

• The CB algorithm is superior to the BU method.

• Both CB and BU turned out to be faster and much more accurate (in terms of the

result size) than the other two implementations considered in this study: KCOMBU

and Indigo.

4 The LEMON library

LEMON [15] is a versatile open-source C++ library providing efficient implementations

of various data structures and algorithms related to graph optimization problems. The

minimum-cost flow algorithms presented in this work are included in LEMON, which makes

it easier to evaluate them and to combine them with other algorithms and tools to solve real-

life optimization tasks.

The author has been one of the main contributors of the library, together with Alpár

Jüttner, the leader of the LEMON project, and Balázs Dezső. In addition to the implemen-

tation of several algorithms for finding minimum-cost flows, minimum-mean cycles, and

maximum cliques, his contribution also involves design, development, review, and docu-

mentation tasks related to the core features of the library. Therefore, this thesis briefly intro-

duces the design principles and concepts of LEMON according to the papers [4, 5].

Extensive benchmark tests have verified that the algorithms and data structures of

LEMON are typically more efficient than the corresponding tools of other graph libraries,

namely the Boost Graph Library (BGL) and LEDA. The large variety of optimization algo-

rithms provided by LEMON, and particularly the minimum-cost flow algorithms, turned out

to be essential in making the library widely applied in research and development projects.
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